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1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the background of the topic of the thesis is presented first. Then the research 

problem is discussed, followed by presenting the research objectives. Finally, an overview of 

the thesis chapters is provided at the end of this chapter. 

1.1 Background 

Recently companies are changing their strategies from the marketing concept to the 

customer concept (Kotler, 2003). 

Studies of consumers’ purchase purposes toward luxury brands display that consumers’ 

attitude toward luxury brands and the concept of luxury are important and show evident 

variability (Dubois & Laurent, 1994).  

Investigation of influences of consumers’ attitudes on their purchase purposes toward 

luxury goods displays that the function of social attitudes and affective attitudes are two 

important factors. Social function attitudes include consumers’ self-expression and self-

presentation in order to present their self-image, whereas affective attitudes depend on 

consumers’ feeling (Ko & Megehee, 2012).Theory of functional attitude indicates that 

attitudes can assist several psychological functions (Katz, 1960; Shavitt, 1989). According to 

Wilcox, Kim and Sen (2009) social functional attitudes consist of social-adjustment function 

(self-presentation) and value-expressive function (self-expression).The individual’s image is 

related to the consumption pattern (Onkvisit & Shaw, 1987).Luxury brands easily satisfy 

consumers’ need for conspicuousness and displaying their self-image, for being associated 

with conspicuousness consumption and with prestige brand name (Vigneron & Johnson, 

2004). 

Representative characteristics of luxury brands and associations of social groups are 

normally applied in order to grow and strengthen one’s social image (Park, et al., 2008). 

The focus of researches has been on how the luxury brand enables consumers to express 

their own selves, ideal selves, or precise dimensions of the self by using a brand (Roux, 

1991). 

The concept of luxury brands varies through different markets for being intuitive (Phau & 

Gerard, 2000). It depends on individuals’ perception of the Luxury and indulgent values 

(Wilcox, et al., 2009).Although the concept of luxury differs from person to person, it can be 

defined from economic view as the goods with the highest amount for the ratio of price to 

quality (Savitha & Sathyanarayan, 2014). 

Ratio of price to quality for luxury product is higher than same non-luxury object (Savitha & 

Sathyanarayan, 2014). 
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However, there is another kind of luxury goods which is called new luxury. The definition for 

new luxury is: 

  “Products and services that possess higher levels of quality, taste and aspiration than other 

goods in the category but are not so expensive as to be out of reach.” (Silverstein, et al., 

2008) 

Despite the fact consumers’ decisions for purchasing old luxuries mostly are based on 

elitism, their decisions of buying new luxuries are based on emotions (Savitha & 

Sathyanarayan, 2014). 

The price of luxury goods is high in order to be in the purchasing power of only two percent 

of people (Savitha & Sathyanarayan, 2014). Being expensive for the people, luxury brands 

provide sense of indulgence for its consumers (Nueno & Quelch, 1998). Representing their 

social or personal goals is the symbolic reason that consumers purchase luxury brands 

(Wilcox, et al., 2009). 

Consumers use luxury brands to demonstrate their individuality and social standings. 

Consumers’ social-function attitudes toward luxury brands including self-expression attitude 

and self-presentation attitude determine the utilization of luxury goods. Also consumers’ 

needs for uniqueness and self-monitoring influence individuals to consume luxury brands 

(Wilcox, et al., 2009). 

Consumers’ need for uniqueness can be answered through the scarcity value and specific 

image of luxury brands (Vigneron & Johnson, 2004). Luxury brands have the ability of 

symbolizing social classification and group association. Accordingly, they are able to 

intensify the social image and raise a self-presentation attitude (Snyder & DeBono, 1985). 

Materialism is one of the main motivations of consumers in order to consume luxury 

brands. It is strongly influential on consumers’ attitude toward luxury brands. Feeling more 

prestigious, individuals consume luxury brands to demonstrate their success and social class 

through materialistic behavior (Cass, 2001). 

Another important influential factor in consumers’ decisions of purchasing luxury brand is 

hedonism (Savitha & Sathyanarayan, 2014). Providing consumers by hedonic rewards, 

luxury brands also answers the consumers’ need of sensory fulfillment (Vigneron & Johnson, 

2004). 

Affective attitude are also influence the consumers decision to purchase luxury brands 

(Batra, et al., 2000). The definition of self-expression attitude towards a luxury brands can 

be stated as a direction of responding toward luxury brands in order to demonstrate 

underlying values and identity of individuals (Shavitt, 1989).  

Definition of self-presentation attitude toward luxury brands can be stated as a tendency of 

using luxury brands in order to express social image (Wilcox, et al., 2009). 
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1.2 Problem Discussion 

Recently, in developing countries, consumers have to choose between local and foreign 

brands due to increasing brand choices. In order to win this competition, both local and 

foreign brands need to find out the pattern and the reasons behind consumers choosing a 

brand to purchase from (Kumar, et al., 2009). 

Studies of consumers’ attitude toward luxury brands are mostly conducted on customers 

from developed countries (Beaudoin, et al., 2000). 

Not only the consumption of luxury brands is different in each culture, but also motivations 

of buying the same luxury brands are diverse in dissimilar cultures (Etzioni, 1968).  

People use foreign brands in developing countries to display their social standings and due 

to the higher disparities of income and status mobility this phenomena is more dominated 

in developing countries (Kumar, et al., 2009). 

One of the most important topics of social psychology area is attitude. It can lead the social 

actions of human beings, so the individual’s action can be described by attitude (Ajzen, 

1991).  

Marketing of fashion luxury brands is an important area requires theories, new 

developments and knowledge of global luxury and fashion marketing. (Ko & Megehee, 

2012) 

A large amount of economic activity is contributed by the luxury market in the industrialized 

world (Silverstein & Fiske, 2003).  

As mentioned above, the motivations and consumptions of luxury brands differ from one 

culture to another culture (Etzioni, 1968). Accordingly, individuals of a collective society may 

have a depersonalized perception of self which leads to a blurred personality (Turner, 1987). 

Whereas, in individualist societies the focus is on individual initiatives and emotional 

independence (Hofstede, 1991) 

Consumers with the collectivistic culture are more interested to demonstrate their 

individuality and social standing by engaging in self-monitoring and providing self-

presentation. Nevertheless, consumers with individualistic culture are more likely to focus 

on their need for uniqueness and self-expression attitude (Hofstede, 1991). 

People in developing countries purchase luxury products to satisfy their desire to have 

western life style and provide emotional advantages as well as utilitarian advantages. On 

the other hand, in developing countries customers use luxury brands to demonstrate their 

social standing due to big gap in their earnings (Kumar, et al., 2009). Accordingly, being a 

developing country, Iran can be a good research candidate in luxury brands. However, the 

market of luxury brands has been growing recently in Iran and consumers are more willing 
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to buy well-known foreign brands with higher prices (Bahaee & Pisani, 2009; Hanzaee & 

Aghasibeig, 2010) .Also, this topic has been rarely investigated in Iranian market before. 

Consequently, this research is investigated in Iran due to the high potential market and 

convenient accessibility. 

The most important social functions of attitude toward luxury brands are social-adjustive 

function and value-expressive function for being the major motivation of consumers’ 

reactions toward products and advertisements (Wilcox, et al., 2009). 

The reasons of consumers purchasing luxury brands may be demonstrating the beliefs and 

central values of consumers which can be mentioned as self-expression. Another reason 

may also be displaying their ideal social image which can be mentioned as self-presentation 

(Wilcox, et al., 2009). 

Social-adjustive function and value-expressive function is obliged by consumers’ attitude 

towards luxury brands. Value-expressive function motivates individuals to purchase 

products that help to express themselves. Social-adjustive function motivates people to buy 

products that help them to obtain approval of community or groups in social situations 

(Shavitt, 1989).  

Accordingly, in this research social-adjustive and value-expressive functions of attitude are 

investigated. 

Counterconformity motivations lead to differentness which is wildly important in 

understanding consumer behavior, especially about the attitude toward products offerings 

(Snyder, 1992).  

Individuals with high self-monitoring are typically concerned with their behavior to be 

appropriate and fit the situations. High self-monitoring people are motivated to purchase 

products that help them to fit the social situations and present the appropriate image of 

their personality and social standings (Snyder & DeBono, 1985; Snyder, 1992). 

According to the facts mentioned above, need for uniqueness and self-monitoring are the 

most influential individual characteristics on the attitudes towards luxury brands, so among 

all the Individuals characteristics, self-monitoring and need for uniqueness are studied in 

this research.  

1.3 Research Objective 

As mentioned in pervious sections, the strategy is changing in companies. They are 

developing with more focus on the consumer concept and consumers’ attitude (Kotler, 

2003; Dubois & Laurent, 1994).Consequently, Luxury brand having high economical 

potential (Silverstein & Fiske, 2003), is not an exception from this newly spreading point of 

view. Moreover, luxury brand consumers receive an extraordinary way for expressing or 

creating their self-image (Roux, 1991) and fulfill their need for being special (Vigneron & 
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Johnson, 2004). Therefore, it’s easier for a luxury brand company to be sure their consumers 

will spend expensive amounts on their products or services then a non-luxury one (DeBono, 

1987). 

In previous section, it’s been clarified that the most of the researches are conducted in 

developed country and each culture need to be examined separately (Beaudoin, et al., 2000; 

Etzioni, 1968). So on the one hand, there is lack of sufficient research in developing 

countries and on the other hand this topic start to gain more potentials as luxury brands are 

getting more favorable in those countries (Kumar, et al., 2009). 

In order to obtain a better understanding of the market, an analysis of the direct 

relationship between consumers and brands is needed (Dubois & Duguesne, 1993a). 

All these dominate factors are the reason to choose this topic as a thesis research. This 

thesis aims to look deeper into the consumers’ attitude toward luxury brands by assessing 

the attitude of consumers toward luxury brands. In order to reach this purpose, the thesis 

focuses on the consumers of the luxury brand Benetton in Iran. Thus, two research 

questions are selected in order to provide a focused path for reaching the thesis’s purpose. 

1. How do individual characteristics influence social-adjustive attitudes towards a 

luxury brand? 

As mentioned in previous section, individual characteristics (need for uniqueness and self-

monitoring) affect the consumers’ self-presentation attitude (social-adjustive function) 

toward luxury brands. (Wilcox, et al., 2009) 

2. How do individual characteristics influence value-expressive attitudes toward a 

luxury brand? 

Value-expressive attitudes (self-expression) are influenced by the individual characteristics 

such as need for uniqueness and self-monitoring. (Wilcox, et al., 2009) 

 

1.4 Thesis Outline 

This Thesis will be presented in five chapters. Started by an introduction, the first chapter 

covers a background of thesis subject, problem discussion, research objectives and an 

overview of the thesis. In the second chapter, the literature of the thesis subject will be 

reviewed. Third chapter will present the methodology of the research.  Then in chapter four, 

collected data will be exhibited. Analysis of the collected data will be presented in the same 

chapter. Finally, the conclusion obtained from the data analysis will be presented in the 

chapter five. 
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2 Literature Review 

In this chapter, related literature and previous research are reviewed. Also, hypotheses are 

developed based on the research questions. 

2.1 Customer’s Attitude 

“An Attitude is a lasting, general evaluation of people(including oneself), objects, 

advertisements, or issues.” (Solomon, 2013) This definiton of attitude is because it lasts over 

time and it can be towards more than one phenamena (Solomon, 2013).  

There are four attitude functions: utilitarian function, value-expressive function, ego-

defensive function and knowledge function. 

Utilitarian function refers to those attitude that people develop toward products based on 

the effects of their experience with that product.  

Value-expressive function is based on the effect that product has on the consumers’ self-

concept.  

Consumers develop ego-defensive in order to protect themeselves from internal feelings or 

external threarts.  

Knowledge function is formed to satsfiy the need of meaning, structure and order (Solomon, 

2013). 

An attitude is consisting of three factors: cognition, behavior and affect.  Affect is about the 

way customers feel, cognition is about customers’ beleifs of the product, and behavior is 

about customers’ intentions of acting toward the product. These components of attitude is 

known as ABC model (Solomon, 2013). 

There are several psychological functions served by attitude in order to help people adjust 

to their environment and organize their life structures (DeBono, 1987). 

Cognitive attitude includes what individuals think and affective attitude includes what they 

feel. Affective attitude and cognitive attitude contain the reflection of attitude power 

(Morris, et al., 2002). 

Consumers’ affective attitude has a strong influence on the formation of cognitive-affective 

purchase intention. Luxury brands provide consumers with feelings which produce affective 

attitudes towards them (Kumar, et al., 2009). 

The model of cognitive-affective attitudes proposes that affect has an influence on 

purchasing intention toward luxury brands (Li, et al., 1994).Motivational variables and their 

influences on cognitive possessing are became into interest in studies. According to 

evidence, the effects of motivational factors on wide range of social behavior are important 

and meaningful. Motivational variables are combined with cognitive conceptualizations of 

persuasions (DeBono, 1987). 
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Four function of attitude is presented in functional theories: ego-defensive, knowledge 

value-expressive and social-adjustive. Ego-defensive function is attitudes that help people to 

refuse truths which are objectionable or intimidating. Knowledge is attitudes that provide 

definition and meaning of things. Value-expressive function is attitudes that help people to 

bring out their underlying values or personalities and express them. Social-adjustive is 

attitudes that help people to adjust into different communities or important social 

situations in which specific and proper behaviors are required. According to functional 

theories, attitudes are answers to specific needs of individuals. Attitudes help people to 

achieve their goals and implement their specific plans (Katz, 1960).  

2.2 Social-Adjustive Attitude 

Social-adjustive attitude (social-adjustive function served by attitude) helps people to 

sustain their relationships (DeBono, 1987). People with social-adjustive attitude use 

products to obtain the approval of others (Katz, 1960). 

Individuals with social-adjustive attitude always try to fit to social situations and behave in 

appropriate ways, so they are motivated to purchase products that help them to seem more 

appropriate and fit the social situation (DeBono, 1987). 

Consumers with social-adjustive attitudes toward luxury brands are motivated to purchase 

products for its form or image related reasons (Snyder & DeBono, 1985). When consumers 

have social-adjustive attitude they would purchase products in order to be approved by the 

society (Grubb & Grathwohl, 1967). 

Consumers with social-adjustive attitude react positively toward appealing products to 

society, because these products can help them to reach their goal which is presenting a 

specific image of themselves to the society (Snyder & DeBono, 1985).  

2.3 Value-Expressive Attitude 

Individuals with value-expressive attitude are able to show their underlying values and 

dispositions (DeBono, 1987).  

Value-expressive attitude toward a product motivates its holder to purchase that product in 

order to satisfy their self-expression needs (Snyder & DeBono, 1985). 

Individuals with value-expressive attitude react positively to messages more related to their 

underlying values and moods, for instant messages that promote the essential features of 

products (Wilcox, et al., 2009). 

Consumers with value-expressive attitude toward luxury brands are motivated to purchase 

products for its functions and quality reasons (Snyder & DeBono, 1985). 

Value-expressive function attitudes serve low self-monitoring individuals in order to allow 

them to demonstrate his or her essential values and dispositions (DeBono, 1987). 
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Consumers who have value-expressive attitude toward a product are mostly motivated to 

purchase the product as an aspect of self-expression (Wilcox, et al., 2009). 

2.4 Need for Uniqueness 

An individual characteristic that separates one person from others by pursuing brands and 

products is known as need for uniqueness (NFU) (Tian, et al., 2001). 

The material objects that consumers using, are able to provide them with feelings of being 

different among other people or groups (Nail, 1986) . 

People need to feel different from others; this need is known as “conterconformity” 

motivation (Nail, 1986).When individuals find themeselves highly smilar to other people, 

they feel that their identity is threatened, so it leads to conterconformity (Snyder, 1992). 

In spite of individuals who consume according to their independence motivation, there are 

others who consume based o their counterconformity and behave in contrast with the 

normbehavior of their environment, in order to be different from the norm (Nail, 1986). 

Products and their applications which are considered as outside of the norms, can be 

distinguished as a sign for uniqueness (Grubb & Grathwohl, 1967). 

There are three components that marketers include in their messages in advertisements in 

order to allure consumers with desire of differentness: Products scarcity, uniqueness, 

tendency to break the rules of a group (Snyder, 1992). 

Counterconformity motivation may drive consumers toward different concepts of 

uniqueness; for instance a girl pierced her ear five times to maintain her difference from her 

classmates who pierced their ears twice after hers (Tian, et al., 2001). 

When individuals find themselves in an environment that makes them feel similar to others, 

they will raise counterconformity motivations. However, some of these individuals who has 

the higher level of tendency to uniqueness, find these kind of situations (being similar to 

others) as threats to their differentness (Thompson & Haytko, 1997). 

According to the theory of uniqueness individuals’ need for uniqueness arises when they 

find themselves in the situations that their self-perception of uniqueness is threatened, 

consequently they try to protect their self-esteem and prevent negative influences by self-

determining behaviors (Snyder, 1992). 

For avoiding to risk sever social penalties while satisfying the need for uniqueness, material 

expressions of differentness of individuals are specifically valued. However, individuals 

answer their desire of uniqueness in many different ways, so the degree of the uniqueness 

motivation varies in each person (Snyder, 1992). 
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According to uniqueness theory, differences of consumers in their counterconformity 

motivations which involve self-differentiating via materials and visual exhibition of 

differentness; should be reflected in their need for uniqueness (Snyder, 1992). 

Self-image and social image development procedures should be reflected in consumers’ 

need for uniqueness. An individual may seek a unique product in order to restore her/him 

view of self as a unique person, for instance when an art collector is anonymously searching 

for a unique painting to hang in her bedroom (Grubb & Grathwohl, 1967). 

A purchased product can transfer a symbolic meaning to the person, so it affects the self-

image enhancement which results from personal and inner processes. However, the product 

must be a publicly recognizable symbol, in order to affect the self-image of the individual. In 

order to enhance a self-image, a highly recognized product by public can be used to achieve 

desired assessments from others (Grubb & Grathwohl, 1967). 

Consumers’ need for uniqueness is defined as the manner of following uniqueness and 

being different from others by purchasing, consuming, and disposition the products in order 

to develop or enhance the self-image and social image (Tian, et al., 2001). 

According to the need for uniqueness theory, consumers’ need for uniqueness 

conceptualization consists of three dimensions: creative choice counterconformity, 

unpopular choice counterconformity, and avoidance of similarity (Tian, et al., 2001). 

In order to present the self with differentness from others in western cultures individuals 

need to create their personal style by using material products. In order to create the 

personal style, individuals must purchase original, unique or novel materials and products. 

This behavior of consumers represents the creative choice counterconformity. In creative 

choice counterconformity consumers want to be different from others but they make 

choices that are approved by the others (Kron, 1983). 

Collection or use of goods and brands that differs from group norms which risk social 

condemnation that consumers endure to be different from others, is referred to as 

unpopular choice counterconformity (Tian, et al., 2001). 

If individuals fail to be different in an appropriate manner, they may choose negative ways 

to gain their differentness from others. So, they will show their uniqueness by acts that will 

receive disapproval of others instead of their approval; such as breaking rules or customs. 

However, unpopular choice counterconformity can affect self-image and social image 

enhancement. On the other hand, these unpopular choices may achieve social approval 

later, so it would lead to positive determination by society, and the consumer would be 

known as an innovator (Tian, et al., 2001). 

Consumers with high level of need for uniqueness have to monitor ownerships of others, so 

that they avoid the products or brands which are purchased by majority or are 
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commonplace. Avoiding the norm and common products or loss of interest in, in order to 

reestablish individual’s differentness is referred to as avoidance of similarity (Tian, et al., 

2001). 

Distinctive self-image and social image created by consumers usually have a short life time, 

so this leads to discontinue or disposition of using or purchasing a product. This manner is 

another aspect of avoidance of similarity. This short time is due to the fact that creative 

choices which are successful to establish differentness from others are most likely to be 

attractive to followers who also want to gain specialness (Tian, et al., 2001).  

2.5 Self-Monitoring 

People with high self-monitoring characteristics observe their behavior and try to control it 

in order to fit the situation. Individuals with high self-monitoring try to direct their behavior 

in a way that serves the social circumstances. So this high level of self-monitoring can be 

influential on social-adjustive attitude. On the other hand low self-monitoring individuals try 

not to fit the social situations or change their behavior in order to seem appropriate. People 

with low self-monitoring characteristic usually attempt to behave in a manner that 

accurately represents their inner sources such as their feelings, values and moods (DeBono, 

1987). 

In order to present the appropriate image of themselves, high self-monitoring individuals 

develop attitude toward objects which can help them reach this appropriate image. On the 

other hand, low self-monitoring individuals have attitude toward objects that can help them 

to present their inner self and underlying values. Consequently, self-monitoring is an 

important construct that influence social-adjustive attitude and value-expressive attitude 

(DeBono, 1987). 

DeBono (1987) used this characteristic (self-monitoring) to provide a direct examination of 

value-expressive and social-adjustive attitude. They selected two categories of people: low 

self-monitoring and high self-monitoring individuals. Each group of these individuals was 

asked to listen to a different communication. Low self-monitoring individuals listened to a 

communication that informed them that different attitude can present their underlying 

values better. High self-monitoring individuals listened to a communication that informed 

them that different attitude better fits the attitude of the majority of their peers. 

These individuals were expected to change their attitude based on what they were informed 

of. These individuals were expected to consider pro and con arguments of these new 

attitudes. The report showed that low self-monitoring individuals were more expected to 

consider the value-expressive attitude; and high self-monitoring individuals were more 

expected to consider the social-adjustive attitude. The results showed that high self-

monitoring individuals experienced more attitude change after listening to the 

communication about social-adjustive attitude and low self-monitoring individuals changed 
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their attitude after listening to communications about value-expressive attitude (DeBono, 

1987). 

2.6 Theory and Hypothesis 

Conceptualization of the constructs of the self as a supervisory force both in defining and 

motivating western persons to action is applied in recent years (Epstein, 1980; Markus & 

Elissa., 1987). 

The self-theory is a structural and motivation construct which reveals the evaluation that a 

person holds of his or her own self on important individuality dimensions. The self-theory 

contains two motives. The person attempts to reserve the structural truth of the self which 

is called the consistency process. Also, the person actually tends to increase the self-theory 

over the development of life events which is normally called the ego-enhancement process 

(Snyder, 1992; Markus & Elissa., 1987). 

According to Snyder and Fromkin, people define their self-theories by having a sense of 

specialness. This interpretation advanced the basic views of uniqueness theory. According to 

uniqueness theory individuals are motivated to preserve a sense of specialness in order to 

define themselves on several significant self-related dimensions comparative to others 

(Snyder, 1992). 

As claimed by Vigneron et al 2004, by consuming luxury brand individual get the satisfaction 

of need for uniqueness and displaying self-image. Therefore, in order to assess consumers’ 

attitude toward luxury concept, these factors should be measured. 

According to the functional approach to the study of attitudes theory (Katz, 1960), there are 

determined individualistic needs which fulfilled by attitudes. In order to accomplish some 

aims, attitudes help people to perform in a successful manner. Among four attitudes of 

functional theory, the social-function attitudes have a great influence on luxury brands 

consumption pattern (Wilcox, et al., 2009). 

The current research is based on functional attitude theory (Katz, 1960) and used the 

conclusions of pervious researches on brand option (Wilcox, et al., 2009; DeBono, 1987; 

Shavitt, 1989). According to previous sections, there are two individual characteristics that 

affect social-adjustive attitudes and value-expressive attitudes toward luxury brands: need 

for uniqueness and self-monitoring. 

Thus, these four constructs (need for uniqueness, self-monitoring, value-expression 

attitude, social-adjustive attitude) have great influential power on consumption of luxury 

brand. So, getting explicit knowledge of elements which efficacy consume of luxury brand, 

will help to determine the motivations of such attitude and assess it. There are certainly 

other factors which have impact on this attitude to, like cultural differences, affective 

attitude, purchasing power, etc. in this study, the conceptual model which demonstrate the 

framework is limited to these four constructs. 
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Figure 1- Conceptual model 

Four hypotheses can be developed based on conceptual model, in order to find the answers 

of the research questions. 

For the first research questions, the influences of two individual characteristics, need for 

uniqueness and self-monitoring, on the social-adjustive attitudes are considered. 

H1: The need for uniqueness has influence on social-adjustive attitude toward luxury brand. 

In order to test this hypothesis later on the thesis, the null hypothesis and  the alternative 

hypothesis associated with the H1 are: 

H0: The need for uniqueness does not have influence on social-adjustive attitude toward the 

luxury brand. 

Ha: The need for uniqueness has influence on social-adjustive attitude toward the luxury 

brand. 

H2: The self-monitoring has positive influence on social-adjustive attitude toward luxury 

brand. 

In order to test this hypothesis later on the thesis, the null hypothesis and  the alternative 

hypothesis associated with the H2 are: 

H0:The self-monitoring does not have influence on social-adjustive attitude toward luxury 

brand. 

Ha:The self-monitoring has influence on social-adjustive attitude toward luxury brand. 

For the second research questions the influences of two individual characteristics, need for 

uniqueness and self-monitoring on the value-expressive attitudes are considers. 

H3: The need for uniqueness has positive influence on value-expressive attitude toward 

luxury brand. 
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In order to test this hypothesis later on the thesis, the null hypothesis and  the alternative 

hypothesis associated with the H3 are: 

H0:The need for uniqueness does not have influence on value-expressive attitude toward 

luxury brand. 

Ha:The need for uniqueness has influence on value-expressive attitude toward luxury brand. 

H4: The self-monitoring has negative influence on value-expressive attitude toward luxury 

brand. 

In order to test this hypothesis later on the thesis, the null hypothesis and  the alternative 

hypothesis associated with the H4 are: 

H0:The self-monitoring does not have influence on value-expressive attitude toward luxury 

brand. 

Ha:The self-monitoring has influence on value-expressive attitude toward luxury brand. 

The validity of these hypotheses will be tested in the future chapters of this thesis, in order 

to provide a response to the research questions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3 Methodology 

In this chapter, the methods used to conduct this research are described. This chapter 

consists of seven sections, including research purpose, research approach, research strategy, 

data collection methods, sample selection, data analysis and quality standards. 

3.1 Purpose of Research 

Research purposes can be divided into three categories: exploratory, descriptive and 

explanatory. (Yin, 1994) 
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An exploratory research tries to expand the limited knowledge of an area of research by 

proposing theories and questions which had not been discussed before. (Yin, 1994; Hair Jr, 

et al., 2011) The main factor in this category of research is the necessity of a preliminary 

comprehensive study to be done. (Sekaran, 1992) In explanatory research approach which is 

mainly applied to complex case studies, research’s focus is on explaining the causes and 

effects of an event and their relationships (Yin, 1994). 

Descriptive researches are used for describing a situation by using measures and descriptive 

statistics including frequency counts, median, mean, mode, variation, etc. (Hair Jr, et al., 

2011). In descriptive researches, the aim is gaining a perspective on certain things and 

variables. (Aaker & Day, 1990).Statistical tests use descriptive statistics, in order to assess 

the relationships between variables (Hair Jr, et al., 2011). 

This research uses descriptive design, in order to describe the characteristics and 

relationships among the discussed variables in the research questions. 

3.2 Research approach 

There are two types of research approaches: quantitative and qualitative. In quantitative 

approach, collected data and measurements are numbers and can be used in statistical 

analyses; on the other hand, qualitative approach is collecting data and interprets things 

without allocating numbers to the concepts. Qualitative approach is more useful for gaining 

deeper understanding of relatively fewer concepts and are generally conducted on small 

sample size (smaller than 50). However, Quantitative approach is applied when testing 

relationships and allows gaining great amount of information about many variables and 

examines large sample size (Hair Jr, et al., 2011). According to these definitions, this study 

takes the quantitative approach to collect data for measuring attitudes numerically and use 

descriptive statistics to find a relationship between the variables. 

On the other hand, the research approaches can be divided into two other categories: 

deductive and inductive. In the deductive research approach, theories and hypothesis are 

developed and then a research strategy is designed to test the hypothesis. In an inductive 

research approach, data are collected and based on their analysis a theory will be developed 

(Saunders, et al., 2009). In this research, deductive approach is applied. 

3.3 Research Strategy 

There seven different research strategies: experiment, survey, case study, action research, 
grounded theory, ethnography, archival research (Saunders, et al., 2009). 
There are two type of research strategy associated with quantitative approach: Experiments 
and surveys (Creswell, 2013). 
 

Quantitative Qualitative 
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• Experimental Designs 
• Non-Experimental Designs- such as 

Survey 

• Narrative Research 
• Phenomenology 
• Ethnographies 
• Grounded theory studies 
• Case Study 

Table 1-Research Strategies (Creswell, 2013) 

Surveys use a sample group of a population to study characteristics of that population by 

descriptive and numerical treatments (Creswell, 2013). Surveys are appropriate strategies 

for deductive researches and descriptive research designs. Surveys can be applied to collect 

large amount of data from the target population (Saunders, et al., 2009). 

The purpose of this thesis is to gather data and measure the relationship between the 

constructs. Gathering information from sample group in a systematic manner in order to 

develop quantitative descriptors of the characteristics of the target population is referred to 

as a survey (Groves, et al., 2009). According to the definition of the survey and the purpose 

of this research, survey is the appropriate strategy for this research. 

3.4 Sample Selection 

There are five types of probability sampling methods: simple random, systematic, stratified, 

cluster, multistage (Saunders, et al., 2009). Simple random sampling is applied for collecting 

data in this research. The main point of this method is providing an equal probability of 

being selected for all elements (Hair Jr, et al., 2011).Simple random sampling prevents the 

bias in the sampling (Saunders, et al., 2009).  

In order to determine an efficient sample size, researchers need to consider characteristics 

of large population. A sample size should have proper balance between different factors, in 

order to contain the variability of elements in the target population and existing restrictions 

of available time and budget. In favor of achieving such sample size, there are some 

formulas based on statistical theories (Hair Jr, et al., 2011). 

Three factors affect the formulas from which sample size is obtained: a. the level of 

confidence b. the amount of precision or confident interval (margin of error) c. the extent of 

variability (response distribution) (Hair Jr, et al., 2011). 

The formula for finding the sample size is (Bartlett, et al., 2001): 

  
           

  
 

• Level of confidence estimated 95% which conduct the t value. Value of t can be 

acquired by statistical tables which contain the area under the normal curve. 95% is 

associated with 1.96 t value. 

• Desired precision, which distinguish the acceptable tolerance between the sample 

estimate and population value, is 0.5 (50%).  

• Margin of error is 0.05 (5%). 
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3.5 Data Collection Methods 

There are four types of scale representing the measurements level: nominal, ordinal, 

interval, and ratio. The purpose of this study is measuring attitudes; in order to reach this 

goal, an interval scale is applied aiming at measuring such concepts. Rating scale is an 

appropriate method to be conducted in this assessment. One approach for developing such 

scale of measurement is a Likert scale. Behavioral intention is a usual application of Likert 

scale for measuring variables (Hair Jr, et al., 2011). A 5-point Likert-type scale ranging from 

strongly disagree to strongly agree is designed. 

A structured questionnaire is developed for capture primary data (numerical data) from 

respondents. Self-completion approach is used in order to gather data via predetermined 

set of questions. In this questionnaire, one concept is expressed by several statements. This 

kind of method is referred to as a summated rating scale. A slightly data transformation 

would be necessary while using the summated rating. The average summated score should 

be verified by summing the score of several statements (variables) that related to a single 

concept and then divided by the number of statements (Hair Jr, et al., 2011). 

The questionnaire is developed around four variables: need for uniqueness, self-monitoring, 

value expressive attitude and social-adjustive attitude. The detailed definitions are available 

in pervious chapters. In order to understand how each variable is defined, there is a 

summarization of the definitions. The demand of each person trying to reveal specific 

personal identity by which can be distinct among others is called need for uniqueness (Tian, 

et al., 2001). Self-monitoring determines the manner to present individual’s self in different 

situations (Snyder, 1974). Value expressive attitude demonstrates identity and personal’s 

values (Shavitt, 1989) and social adjustive attitude communicate the social image a person 

expresses for others (Wilcox, et al., 2009). In this research all of these variables are 

associated with luxury brand consumption. In order to have the power to measure and find 

relationship between different variables, these concepts must be quantified. In other words, 

each concept must be measured with appropriate ratio which could finally produce a score. 

As mentioned above, the questions are designed to introduce a variable and assess each 

individual’s opinion about given variable by rating of 1 to 5.  There are several scales 

developed by pervious researchers which could quantitatively determine how much a 

characteristic each subject has. Afterward it has been discussed which scales are used in the 

study. Furthermore, these numbers will be used in statistical analysis.  

The questionnaire has been designed and programmed by a computer-based application 

and a tablet device was provided for customers inside the Benetton stores to answer the 

questionnaire. Advantages and disadvantages of this method are demonstrated in the table 

below: 

Advantages Disadvantages 
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• Access to target population 
• Provides anonymity 
• Relatively low cost 
• Large sample size 
• Respondents complete questionnaire at 

own pace 
• Easy to administer 
• Fast data collection and analysis 
• No interviewer bias 

• Questionnaire must be simple 
• Expensive in time 
• Response bias 

 

Table 2- Advantages and Disadvantages of The Applied Data Collection Method 

3.6 Data Analysis 

Quantitative data can be analyzed using descriptive statistics. Possessing the knowledge to 

convert data into a measurable set of relationship between variables is the primary purpose 

of business researches (Hair Jr, et al., 2011).  

In this research the relationship between variables is tested using the Pearson correlation 

and bivariate regression. The Pearson correlation examines the liner association between 

two metric variables. Regression measures the linear relationships between variables. 

Bivariate regression refers to kind of relationship between one metric dependent variable 

and one metric independent variable (Hair Jr, et al., 2011). 

3.7 Quality Standard 

According to Hair et al. (2011) quantitative researches frequently use survey as research 

strategy. Survey applied by questionnaire which should be accurate and consistent. These 

two features are associated with validity and reliability. The table below exhibits the 

different type of validity and reliability: 

Reliability Validity 

• Test-retest reliability 
• Alternative-forms reliability 
• Internal consistency reliability 

• Content validity 
• Construct validity 

     -Convergent validity 
     -Discriminate validity 

• Criterion validity 
     -Concurrent validity 
     -Predictive validity 

Table 3- Types of Reliability and Validity (Hair Jr, et al., 2011) 

In this research, the relationship and influence of need for uniqueness and self-monitoring 

(two exogenous variables) is studied on social-adjustive and value-expressive function 

attitudes (two endogenous variables). For measuring these variables, the questionnaire is 

developed by numerous scales. 

3.7.1 Validity 

This questionnaire is developed by authentic scales. Self-monitoring and social-adjustive 

attitude are measured by O’Cass (2000) scale which is based on Lennox and Wolfe (1984) 

revise self-monitoring scale indicating  good internal consistency and face validity (content 
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validity). Tian et al.’s (2001) scale is applied to measure need for uniqueness. In this scale 

need for uniqueness (NFU) is determined by three factors, creative choice counter-

conformity, unpopular choice counter-conformity and similarity avoidance counter-

conformity. Tian NFU scale exhibits good test-retest reliability, internal consistency 

reliability, discriminate validity. In order to measure self-expression attitude and self-

presentation attitude, Wilcox et al.’s (2009) value-expressing attitude and social-adjustive 

attitude scale is applied. Accordingly, the developed questionnaire possesses face validity 

(content validity). 

The questionnaire consists of 19 questions that are chosen from these scales. Some 

questions are omitted at the initial observation before collecting the main data. The reason 

is noticing lack of distinction among respondents between some factors. 

In this research the external validity is absent, due to examination of only one brand. 

3.7.2Reliability 

Internal consistency reliability is required for researches with summated scale. In scales that 

several statements are combined to score a single construct, these statements should be 

assessed with internal consistency reliability. Alpha coefficient is a method for measuring 

internal consistency reliability. The minimum number of statement which demonstrates a 

concept should be at least three (Hair Jr, et al., 2011). 

Internal consistency reliability is tested forward and the results were satisfying, so the data 

analysis is continued forward in the chapter five. 

The Cronbach’s Alpha Coefficients are calculated by SPSS is demonstrated in the table 5. The 

acceptable amounts for this coefficient are higher than 0.7 and in some cases lower than 

this can be acceptable (Hair Jr, et al., 2011).  Accordingly, this research has internal 

consistency reliability. 

Title 
Cronbach’s Alpha Number of Items 

Strength of 
Association 

Need for Uniqueness 0.739 6 Good 

Self-Monitoring 0.629 6 Moderate 

Social-Adjustive Attitude 0.809 4 Very Good 

Value-Expressive Attitude 0.882 3 Very Good 
Table 4- Reliability Coefficient  

The questionnaire was progressed in English, and then translated into Persian. Disparities of 

translation had been tried to reduce by comparing and editing the two versions of the 

questionnaire in order to achieve correct data. The questionnaires were distributed among 

costumers of Benetton brand in Tehran. The city of Tehran had been chosen because more 

than half of Benetton’s stores are located inside Tehran. 
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4 Data Presentation & Data Analysis  

This chapter discusses the presentation and analysis of data from 372 questionnaires 

completed by costumers of Benetton. The analysis is done by the statistical treatments 

including the Pearson correlation and bivariate regression using the SPSS software. 

The data provided in this chapter is collected from customers of two different branches of 

Benetton stores at Tehran in august 2014.Questionnaires were completed by costumers 

inside the stores. The age limit set for the minimum of 20 years old. This limit was based on 

assuming that 20 year-old person has already gained purchasing power; thus, this study is 

estimated that customers with power of purchasing are assessed.  
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A total sample size was calculated to be 385 by the sample size formula mentioned in 

previous chapter. Thirteen questionnaires are omitted due to incompleteness or missing 

data. The final valid number of responses is 372. 

4.1 Data Presentation  

The majority of respondents were females, which is rational due to the fact that Benetton 

supplies more female clothing than males. Table 6 exhibits the results of question A. 

 N Percentage 

Female 283 76.07 

Male 89 23.92 

Total 372 100 

Table 5- Distribution of Results According to Gender 

The statements numbers 1 to 6 in the questionnaire are presented the need for uniqueness 

construct. The statements numbers 7 to 12 are associated with self-monitoring construct. 

The statements number 13 to 15 is presented value-expressive attitude. The statements 16 

to 19 are related to social-adjustive attitude. 

The scale used in the questionnaire was the Likert scale. Coding system from 1 to 5 is used 

to substitute the answer choices. The number 1 is associated with strongly disagree and the 

number 5 is assigned to strongly agree, and the number 2, 3, and 4 is allocated 

proportionally to the other answer choices. 

 

The summery of responses demonstrated in the table below. The V1 to V19 is proportionally 

associated with the statement 1 to 19 in the questionnaire. There are two numbers in each 

cells, that the one above shows the number of respondents and the below one is their 

percentage. 

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 
Average 

Rate 

Response 

Counts 

V1 
32 

%8.60 

58 

%15.59 

112 

%30.11 

139 

%37.37 

31 

%8.33 
3.21 372 

V2 
27 

%7.26 

86 

%23.12 

87 

%23.39 

134 

%36.02 

38 

%10.22 
3.19 372 

V3 17 39 90 165 61 3.58 372 
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%4.57 %10.48 %24.19 %44.35 %16.40 

V4 
105 

%28.23 

154 

%41.40 

74 

%19.89 

21 

%19.35 

13 

%3.49 
2.13 372 

V5 
46 

%12.37 

155 

%41.67 

85 

%22.85 

72 

%26.61 

14 

%3.76 
2.60 372 

V6 
18 

%4.84 

131 

%35.22 

99 

%26.61 

99 

%59.41 

25 

%6.72 
2.95 372 

V7 
11 

%2.96 

20 

%5.38 

71 

%19.09 

221 

%59.41 

49 

%13.17 
3.704 372 

V8 
10 

%2.69 

70 

%18.82 

119 

%31.99 

153 

%41.13 

20 

%5.38 
3.28 372 

V9 
3 

%0.81 

24 

%6.45 

56 

%15.05 

213 

%57.26 

76 

%20.43 
3.90 372 

V10 
0 

%0.0 

19 

%5.11 

37 

%9.95 

239 

%64.25 

77 

%20.70 
4.01 372 

V11 
0 

%0.0 

33 

%8.87 

108 

%29.03 

188 

%5.54 

43 

%11.56 
3.65 372 

V12 
0 

%.0.0 

51 

%13.71 

90 

%24.19 

183 

%49.19 

48 

%12.90 
3.61 372 

V13 
36 

%9.68 

76 

%20.43 

181 

%48.66 

76 

%20.43 

3 

%0.81 
2.82 372 

V14 
52 

%13.98 

86 

%23.12 

165 

%44.35 

69 

%18.55 

0 

%0.0 
2.67 372 

V15 
84 

%22.58 

85 

%22.85 

157 

%42.20 

42 

%11.29 

4 

%1.08 
2.45 372 

V16 
74 

%19.89 

63 

%16.94 

134 

%36.02 

80 

%21.51 

21 

%5.65 
2.76 372 
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V17 
49 

%13.17 

86 

%23.12 

121 

%32.53 

100 

%26.88 

16 

%4.30 
2.86 372 

V18 
34 

%9.14 

53 

%14.25 

77 

%20.70 

147 

%39.52 

61 

%16.40 
3.40 372 

V19 
41 

%11.20 

56 

%15.05 

145 

%38.98 

102 

%27.42 

28 

%7.53 
3.05 372 

Table 6- The Summary of Questionnaire's Results 

The content of the table above is displayed in the chart below:  

 
Figure 2- Results of the Questionnaire 

 

-1.00 1.00 3.00 5.00

V1

V5

V9

V13

V17

Data  Summary Chart 
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4.2 The Frequency Distribution  

 

In this research, the summated scale is applied. Consequently, the average summated score 

must be calculated for each concept. The average summated score calculated by SPSS is 

used in the analysis of results in the next chapter. As it was mentioned above, each concept 

is defined by various statements of the questionnaire. An average summated score is 

computed for each respondent according to the individual answers. 

These average summated scores are provided inside SPSS data base with the following 

abbreviations: need for uniqueness as ASUMNFU, self-monitoring as ASUMSM, value-

expressive attitude as ASUMVE, and social-adjustive attitude as ASUMSA. 

The frequency distribution charts and their histogram for each variable are presented 

below:
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1) The following table and histogram demonstrate the frequency distribution of need 

for uniqueness. The column represented as frequency gives the total number for 

each time respondents selected a rate. The percent column and valid percent 

column are the same, because the all 372 answers were valid. 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid 

1.00 4 1.1 1.1 1.1 

1.17 4 1.1 1.1 2.2 

1.33 2 .5 .5 2.7 

1.50 6 1.6 1.6 4.3 

1.67 4 1.1 1.1 5.4 

1.83 12 3.2 3.2 8.6 

2.00 8 2.2 2.2 10.8 

2.17 17 4.6 4.6 15.3 

2.33 17 4.6 4.6 19.9 

2.50 19 5.1 5.1 25.0 

2.67 30 8.1 8.1 33.1 

2.83 37 9.9 9.9 43.0 

3.00 39 10.5 10.5 53.5 

3.17 56 15.1 15.1 68.5 

3.33 43 11.6 11.6 80.1 

3.50 32 8.6 8.6 88.7 

3.67 9 2.4 2.4 91.1 

3.83 13 3.5 3.5 94.6 

4.00 2 .5 .5 95.2 

4.17 6 1.6 1.6 96.8 

4.33 4 1.1 1.1 97.8 

4.50 1 .3 .3 98.1 
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4.83 5 1.3 1.3 99.5 

5.00 2 .5 .5 100.0 

Total 372 100.0 100.0  

Table8- Frequency Distribution for ASUMNFU 

 

Figure 3- Histogram for ASUMNFU 
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2) The following table and histogram demonstrate the frequency distribution of self-

monitoring. The column represented as frequency gives the total number for each 

time respondents selected a rate. The percent column and valid percent column are 

the same, because the all 372 answers were valid. 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid 

1.83 2 .5 .5 .5 

2.00 1 .3 .3 .8 

2.17 2 .5 .5 1.3 

2.33 2 .5 .5 1.9 

2.50 4 1.1 1.1 3.0 

2.67 6 1.6 1.6 4.6 

2.83 10 2.7 2.7 7.3 

3.00 15 4.0 4.0 11.3 

3.17 19 5.1 5.1 16.4 

3.33 24 6.5 6.5 22.8 

3.50 40 10.8 10.8 33.6 

3.67 51 13.7 13.7 47.3 

3.83 71 19.1 19.1 66.4 

4.00 55 14.8 14.8 81.2 

4.17 29 7.8 7.8 89.0 

4.33 26 7.0 7.0 96.0 

4.50 9 2.4 2.4 98.4 

4.67 4 1.1 1.1 99.5 

4.83 2 .5 .5 100.0 

Total 372 100.0 100.0  

Table 7-Frequency Distribution for ASUMSM 
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Figure 4- Histogram for ASUMSM 
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3) The following table and histogram demonstrate the frequency distribution of value-

expressive attitude. The column represented as frequency gives the total number for 

each time respondents selected a rate. The percent column and valid percent 

column are the same, because the all 372 answers were valid. 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid 

1.00 32 8.6 8.6 8.6 

1.33 13 3.5 3.5 12.1 

1.67 28 7.5 7.5 19.6 

2.00 40 10.8 10.8 30.4 

2.33 20 5.4 5.4 35.8 

2.67 41 11.0 11.0 46.8 

3.00 99 26.6 26.6 73.4 

3.33 43 11.6 11.6 84.9 

3.67 35 9.4 9.4 94.4 

4.00 17 4.6 4.6 98.9 

4.33 4 1.1 1.1 100.0 

Total 372 100.0 100.0  

Table 8-Frequency Distribution for ASUMVE 

 

Figure 5-Histogram for ASUMVE 
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4) The following table and histogram demonstrate the frequency distribution of social-

adjustive attitude. The column represented as frequency gives the total number for 

each time respondents selected a rate. The percent column and valid percent 

column are the same, because the all 372 answers were valid. 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid 

1.00 18 4.8 4.9 4.9 

1.25 4 1.1 1.1 5.9 

1.50 8 2.2 2.2 8.1 

1.75 13 3.5 3.5 11.6 

2.00 18 4.8 4.9 16.5 

2.25 25 6.7 6.8 23.2 

2.50 14 3.8 3.8 27.0 

2.75 40 10.8 10.8 37.8 

3.00 66 17.7 17.8 55.7 

3.25 33 8.9 8.9 64.6 

3.50 42 11.3 11.4 75.9 

3.75 30 8.1 8.1 84.1 

4.00 19 5.1 5.1 89.2 

4.25 13 3.5 3.5 92.7 

4.50 18 4.8 4.9 97.6 

4.75 6 1.6 1.6 99.2 

5.00 3 .8 .8 100.0 

Total 370 99.5 100.0  

Missing System 2 .5   

Total 372 100.0   

Table 9-Frequency Distribution for ASUMSA 
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Figure 6- Histogram for ASUMSA 

Another statically measures that can be calculated in order to get a better understanding of results 

are skewness and kurtosis. These two give more information about the shape of distribution. 

Skewness demonstrates the deflection from a symmetrical distribution. Normal distributions have 

skewness equal to zero. As the balance is lost the peak of distribution curve will move either left or 

right. Negatively skewed sample occurs when the tail stretches to the left. Positively skewed sample 

occurs when the peak placed in the left. Whenever the value of skewness is above the +1 or less 

than -1, it is interpreted substantially skewed distribution. In other words, the distribution is far from 

being symmetrical. 

The other measure is kurtosis. Kurtosis exhibits the peakedness or flatness of given distribution. A 

normal curve’s kurtosis value is zero.  

Positive value indicates peaked curve while negative value refers to flat curve. The table below 

presents the different parameters of frequency distribution. 

Statistics 

 ASUMNF

U 

ASUMS

M 

ASUMV

E 

ASUMS

A 

N Valid 372 372 372 372 

Missing 0 0 0 0 

Mean 2.9444 3.6980 2.6505 3.0181 

Std. Deviation .69454 .49426 .84730 .90102 

Skewness -.195 -.829 -.430 -.313 

Std. Error of Skewness .126 .126 .126 .126 

Kurtosis .887 1.258 -.650 -.158 

Std. Error of Kurtosis .252 .252 .252 .252 

Table 10 - Skewness and Kurtosis 
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4.3 Analysis 

4.3.1 Introduction 

The Relationship between variables can be presented by four concepts: 

 Presence: it examines that if there is a systematic relationship between variables. 

 Nature of Relationship: This concept describes the relationship between variables. 

Generally, this relationship can be classified in two categories: linear and nonlinear.  

 Direction: the relationship can be in a positive direction or negative one.  

 Strength of association: it represents the degree of association between two 

variables. The strength of association is classified in five categories: very strong, high, 

moderate, small but definite relationship, almost negligible. 

The relationship between variables is determined by correlation and regression. (Hair Jr, et 

al., 2011). 

For each set of correlation or regression a null hypothesis is defined. The null hypothesis 

shows that the two analyzed variable have no relationship with each other. The alternative 

hypothesis defines that two variable are significantly related (Hair Jr, et al., 2011). 

Two-tailed test is appropriate for this research. A two-tailed test is used when the direction 

of hypothesized relationship cannot be anticipated. This concept is important for explicating 

the significance level. 

4.3.2 The Pearson Correlation 

Covariation demonstrates whether two or more variables are linked. When one variable 

changes dependably by another variable is referred to as covariant. To evaluate this link, 

correlation coefficient is applied. The bigger the coefficient is; the higher and stronger the 

correlation and relationship will be. 

The statistically significance of correlation coefficient should be distinguished. Statistical 

significance determines whether the statistical analysis results are reliable. Generally, 

acceptable range of the statistical significance is <0.05. 

As it was mentioned in chapter three, the Pearson correlation assesses the linear association 

of two metric variables. The correlation coefficient defines the level of association between 

the variables. The various range of coefficient describes levels of strength of association. 

The relationship between correlation coefficient size and strength of association is 

presented in the table below (Hair Jr, et al., 2011): 

Coefficient Range Strength of Association 

±(0.91-1.00) Very Strong 

±(0.71-0.90) High 

±(0.41-0.70) Moderate 

±(0.21- 0.40) Small but definite relationship 

±(0.0-  0.20) Slight 
Table 11- Correlation Coefficient Size (Hair Jr, et al., 2011) 
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On the other hand, there is another important factor, the coefficient of determination (  ).  

The coefficient of determination is obtained by the correlation coefficient to the power of 

two. This coefficient demonstrates how much one variable is accounted or explained by 

another variable.  

In order to use a Pearson correlation, three presumptions must be assumed: 

 The measurement must be calculated by applying ratio-scaled or interval measures. 

 The relationship between variables must be linear. 

 The distribution of population follows the normal curve.  

For studying the relationship between two variables at a time, the Pearson bivariate 

correlation is appropriate. In order to calculate the Pearson correlation, the SPSS software is 

used. 

According to the chapter two, there are four variables that need to be examined to find 

their association. These associations are analyzed as represented in the following: 

1. Need for uniqueness with value-expressive attitude:  

The following tables exhibit correlation coefficient is 0.449 with statistical significant 

at 0.01 level which is placed in an acceptable interval; consequently the null 

hypothesis is rejected and the alternative hypothesis is accepted. Also, since this is a 

positive number, so it demonstrates a positive relationship. Strength of association is 

moderate due to amount of correlation coefficient. 

 Mean Std. Deviation N 

ASUMNFU 2.9444 .69454 372 

ASUMVE 2.6505 .84730 372 

Table 12-Descriptive Statistics 

 ASUMNFU ASUMVE 

ASUMNFU 

Pearson Correlation 1 .449
**
 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .000 

N 372 372 

ASUMVE 

Pearson Correlation .449
**
 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000  

N 372 372 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

Table 13- Correlations 
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2. Need for uniqueness with social-adjustive attitude:  

The following tables exhibit correlation coefficient is 0.215 with statistical significant 

at 0.01 level which is placed in an acceptable interval; consequently the null 

hypothesis is rejected and the alternative hypothesis is accepted. Also, since this is a 

positive number, so it demonstrates a positive relationship. Strength of association is 

small but definite relationship due to amount of correlation coefficient. 

 Mean Std. Deviation N 

ASUMNFU 2.9444 .69454 372 

ASUMSA 3.0181 .90102 372 

Table 14- Descriptive Statistics 

 ASUMNFU ASUMSA 

ASUMNFU 

Pearson Correlation 1 .215
**
 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .000 

N 372 372 

ASUMSA 

Pearson Correlation .215
**
 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000  

N 372 372 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

Table 15-Correlations 
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3. Self-monitoring with value-expressive attitude:  

The following tables exhibit correlation coefficient is 0.184 with statistical significant 

at 0.01 level which is placed in an acceptable interval; consequently the null 

hypothesis is rejected and the alternative hypothesis is accepted. Also, since this is a 

positive number, so it demonstrates a positive relationship. Strength of association is 

slight almost negligible relationship due to amount of correlation coefficient. 

 Mean Std. Deviation N 

ASUMSM 3.6980 .49426 372 

ASUMVE 2.6505 .84730 372 

Table 16-Descriptive Statistics 

 ASUMSM ASUMVE 

ASUMSM 

Pearson Correlation 1 .184
**
 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .000 

N 372 372 

ASUMVE 

Pearson Correlation .184
**
 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000  

N 372 372 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

Table 17- Correlations 
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4. Self-monitoring with social-adjustive attitude: 

The following tables exhibit correlation coefficient is 0.195 with statistical significant 

at 0.01 level which is placed in an acceptable interval; consequently the null 

hypothesis is rejected and the alternative hypothesis is accepted. Since this is a 

positive number, so it demonstrates a positive relationship. Strength of association is 

slight almost negligible relationship due to amount of correlation coefficient. 

 Mean Std. Deviation N 

ASUMSM 3.6980 .49426 372 

ASUMSA 3.0181 .90102 372 

Table 18-Descriptive Statistics 

 ASUMSM ASUMSA 

ASUMSM 

Pearson Correlation 1 .195
**
 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .000 

N 372 372 

ASUMSA 

Pearson Correlation .195
**
 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000  

N 372 372 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

Table 19- Correlations 

4.3.3 The Bivariate Regression 

Correlation shows the existence and strength of a relationship between two variables. 

However the results of the correlation are not sufficient for make a definite conclusion. 

Regression analyses provide the measures of linear relationships between variables. 

As mentioned in previous chapters, bivariate regression is applied in this study. The 

parameters of the regression analysis tables are described below: 

Sum of square are divide into two categories:  the variance in a dependent variable which is 

associated with an independent variable is count as the explained variance or regression 

sum of squares. The variance in a dependent variable which is not associated with an 

independent variable is count as the unexplained variance or residual sum of squares.  

Dividing the explained variance by the unexplained variance results the F ratio. The 

independent variable explains the amount of variance in the dependent variable which is 

provided by F ratio. 
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Regression coefficients are divided into two categories: unstandardized coefficient (B) and 

standardized coefficient (Beta). Standardized coefficient is applied in multiple regression 

analysis. Thus, this study focuses on unstandardized coefficient. Unstandardized coefficient 

determines how much independent variable explains the dependent variable. 

Sig. describes the statistical significance of the coefficients. 

The column t of tables represents the t test. T tests shows if the coefficients of regression 

differ from zero to be statistically significant. T test is obtained by dividing regression 

coefficient by its standard error. 

1.    Need for uniqueness with value-expressive attitude: 

According to tables below, R square is 0.201 which indicates customers need for 

uniqueness account for 20.1% of the total variation in customers value-expressive 

attitude. 

Model R R Square 

1 .449
a
 .201 

a. Predictors: (Constant), ASUMNFU 

Table 20-Model Summary for need for uniqueness and value-expressive attitude 

Sum of square of the regression is 53.604 which is the 20.12% of the total sum of 

squares or R square. Residual sum of square is 212.744 which indicates 80.88% of 

the total sum of square. This shows that need for uniqueness only provide 20% of 

value-expressive attitude and other parameters influences this attitude. F ratio is 

93.227 which is relatively large amount and this model highly significant at the 0.000 level. 

Model 
Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 

Regression 53.604 1 53.604 93.227 .000
**
 

Residual 212.744 370 .575   

Total 266.348 371    

* Dependent Variable: ASUMVE 

** Predictors: (Constant), ASUMNFU 

Table 21- ANOVA for need for uniqueness and value-expressive attitude 

Unstandardized coefficient is 0.547 which means as a unit increases for need for uniqueness, 

value expressive attitude will increase by 0.547 units. T value of 9.655 is presented in the 

table 22 which is significant at the level of 0.000.  
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Model 

Unstandardized Coefficients 
Standardized 

Coefficients 
t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 
ASUMNF

U 
.547 .057 .449 9.655 .000 

* Dependent Variable: ASUMVE 

Table 22- Coefficients for need for uniqueness and value-expressive attitude 

2. Need for uniqueness with social-adjustive attitude: 

According to tables below, R square is 0.046 which indicates customers need for 

uniqueness account for 4.6% of the total variation in customers social-adjustive 

attitude. 

Model R R Square 

1 .215
a
 .046 

a. Predictors: (Constant), ASUMNFU 

Table 23- Model Summary for need for uniqueness and social-adjustive  

Sum of square of the regression is 13.969 which is the 4.6% of the total sum of 

squares or R square. Residual sum of square is 287.221 which indicates95.4% of the 

total sum of square. This shows that need for uniqueness only provide 4% of social-

adjustive attitude and other parameters influences this attitude. F ratio is 17.995 

which is relatively small amount and this model highly significant at the 0.000 level. 

Model 
Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 

Regression 13.969 1 13.969 17.995 .000
b
 

Residual 287.221 370 .776   

Total 301.190 371    

a. Dependent Variable: ASUMSA 

b. Predictors: (Constant), ASUMNFU 

Table 24- ANOVA (a) Summary for need for uniqueness and social-adjustive 

Unstandardized coefficient is 0.279 which means as a unit increases for need for 

uniqueness, social-adjustive attitude will increase by 0.279 units. T value of 4.242 is 

presented in the table 25 which is significant at the level of 0.000. 
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Model 

Unstandardized Coefficients 
Standardized 

Coefficients 
t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 ASUMNFU .279 .066 .215 4.242 .000 

a. Dependent Variable: ASUMSA 

Table 25- Coefficients (a) for need for uniqueness and social-adjustive 

3. Self-monitoring with value-expressive attitude: 

According to tables below, R square is 0.034 which indicates customers self-

monitoring account for 3.4% of the total variation in customers’ value-expressive 

attitude. 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square 
Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 .184
a
 .034 .031 .83397 

a. Predictors: (Constant), ASUMSM 

Table 26-Model Summary for self-monitoring and value-expressive attitude 

Sum of square of the regression is 9.010 which is the 3.4% of the total sum of 

squares or R square. Residual sum of square is 257.337 which indicates96.6% of the 

total sum of square. This shows that self-monitoring only provides3% of value-

expressive attitude and other parameters influence this attitude. F ratio is 12.995 

which is relatively small amount and this model highly significant at the 0.000 level. 

Model 
Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 

Regression 9.010 1 9.010 12.955 .000
b
 

Residual 257.337 370 .696   

Total 266.348 371    

a. Dependent Variable: ASUMVE 

b. Predictors: (Constant), ASUMSM 

Table 27-ANOVA (a) for self-monitoring and value-expressive attitude 

Unstandardized coefficient is 0.315 which means as a unit increases for self-

monitoring, value-expressive attitude will increase by 0.315 units. T value of 3.599 is 

presented in the table 28 which is significant at the level of 0.000. 
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Model 

Unstandardized Coefficients 
Standardized 

Coefficients 
t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 ASUMSM .315 .088 .184 3.599 .000 

a. Dependent Variable: ASUMVE 

Table 28- Coefficients (a) for self-monitoring and value-expressive attitude 

4. Self-monitoring and social adjustive attitude: 

According to tables below, R square is 0.038 which indicates customers self-

monitoring account for 3.8% of the total variation in customers’ social-adjustive 

attitude. 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square 
Std. Error of the 

Estimate 

1 .195
a
 .038 .035 .88497 

a. Predictors: (Constant), ASUMSM 

Table 29-Model Summary for self-monitoring and social-adjustive attitude 

Sum of square of the regression is 11.414 which is the 3.8% of the total sum of 

squares or R square. Residual sum of square is 289.776 which indicates96.2% of the 

total sum of square. This shows that self-monitoring only provides 3% of social-

adjustive attitude and other parameters influence this attitude. F ratio is 14.574 

which is relatively small amount and this model highly significant at the 0.000 level. 

Model 
Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 

Regression 11.414 1 11.414 14.574 .000
b
 

Residual 289.776 370 .783   

Total 301.190 371    

a. Dependent Variable: ASUMSA 

b. Predictors: (Constant), ASUMSM 

Table 30-ANOVA (a) for self-monitoring and social-adjustive attitude 

Unstandardized coefficient is 0.335 which means as a unit increases for self-

monitoring, social-adjustive attitude will increase by 0.315 units. T value of 3.599 is 

presented in the table 31 which is significant at the level of 0.000. 
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Model 

Unstandardized Coefficients 
Standardized 

Coefficients 
t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 ASUMSM .355 .093 .195 3.818 .000 

a. Dependent Variable: ASUMSA 

Table 31-Coefficients (a) for self-monitoring and social-adjustive attitude 

4.3.4 Summary 

Totally the significant level of the analysis is very high (0.000) which indicates the same 

results by the chance of 9999 in ten thousands if the sampling is replicated. 

The results demonstrate that the variables are related to each other two by two and the null 

hypotheses (no relationship between variables) are dismissed. These calculations and data 

analysis will be useful only after being debated and explaining that each number 

demonstrates what parameter. The whole purpose of this research is to find a way for 

quantitatively comprehending the whole issue. 

A better understanding of the association and relationships between these variables are 

discussed in the next chapter.  
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5 Conclusion 
In order to understand the statically results, the definition for all analysis must be provided. 

In this chapter, the results will be interpreted. The main reason for business research is to 

find out the points that will help to gain better understanding from market and consumers. 

 5.1 Interpretation of Variables   

As mentioned in pervious chapters, each variable have been examined through set of 

questions. The first variable which is discussed in the questions number 1 to 6 is need for 

uniqueness. This variable is divided into three concept, creative choice, unpopular choice 

and similarity choice.  

 Creative choice has been rated relatively higher than the other two concepts. 

 Similarity choice is not considered favorable. 

 Unpopular choice got the lowest rate of all three concepts. 

From these statements it can be concluded that consumers of Benetton brand (generally 

luxury brand buyers) seek for fulfilling need for uniqueness by choosing creative and unique 

products which are approved by majority. In order to achieve this goal, first of all the norms 

of society should be examined to get the boundaries of appropriate products. The next step 

is providing customers with distinctive products and services. By observing the overall need 

for uniqueness result, it is obvious that this variable is an important element for consumers. 

The distribution is highly shifted to the right which indicates high demand of buyers, also it 

can be interpreted that most of the respondents have the same opinion about the questions 

and the answers don’t vary a lot with each other. The brand needs to come up with new 

fashion ideas in order to keep up the consumers interested with products and maintain the 

market share. 

The next variable, self-monitoring, is referred to questions 7 till 12. The total score for this 

variable shows Iranian customers are self-monitoring or think they are. This is almost 

predictable because of low rate on unpopular choice. The sample group chosen for this 

survey pays a great attention in order to monitor their appearance and behavior. This 

finding can help to get better understanding of an industry which is mainly related with 

appearance. The distribution of this variable shows that the responses almost vary and 

sample group don’t agree a lot with each other. This difference in point of view makes room 

for more researches. For example, the high self-monitoring majority of people will try to 

follow the elite of society in different aspects, like appearance, behavior, lifestyle, etc. Due 

to this, brands can invest on celebrities to make great amount of consumers for them.  

Base on these two variables, consumers of Benetton in Iran are searching for creative 

products that would help them to create a unique image. Also it is estimated that new 

fashion choices made by celebrities will be pursued by majority of people.  
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The third and fourth variables are measured toward the Benetton brand. In other words the 

result of questions 13 to 19 is specifically for this brand only and cannot be generalized for 

all luxury brands. 

The third variable is value-expressive attitude, which means by consuming a product people 

express their inner values and thoughts. According to the score people don’t consume this 

brand in order to express themselves or the brand fails to fulfill that. Either way the brand 

needs to find out the reason and try to reform consumers’ perspective. If consumers don’t 

connect to the brand, they will easily replace Benetton with a rival brand. The ability to 

express the individuality by the products and services makes the buyers more loyal. The 

static result shows that all respondents are highly agreed that this brand doesn’t satisfy 

their value-expressive attitude. 

The last variable, social-adjustive attitude is toward the Benetton brand, mainly 

respondents’ rate “neutral” which exhibits that consumers don’t get the feeling that by 

using this brand they get their desired social image. This demonstrates that like the pervious 

variable this brand needs to inspect why consumers don’t have a positive point of view 

toward their products. This can lead to extra researches. It can be estimated that Benetton 

would lose market share to other brand which provides its consumer with stronger social 

satisfaction.  However it must be considered that this survey is conducted on sample group 

and associating the responses to the all buyers of Benetton is not accurate.   

In order to conclude, the brand fails to deliver value-expressive attitude and social-adjustive 

attitude.  

In this part the hypothesis debated in pervious chapter is analyzed and interpreted. The 

relationship between different variables and how they can influence each other is discussed. 

Some suggestions are provided in order to improve the business.  
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5.2 How do individual characteristics influence social-adjustive attitudes 

toward a luxury brand? 

 

H1: The need for uniqueness has influence on social-adjustive attitude toward luxury brand. 

According to previous chapters, correlation coefficient for need for uniqueness and social-

adjustive attitude is relatively small with high level of statistical significance which exhibit 

relationship with small but definite association between these two variables. 

Regression analysis confirms the results of the correlation and adds the following results. 

Due to F ratio and regression coefficient, the relationship between these two variables is 

small. The hypothesis is confirmed by the results of analysis, but the amount of the 

influence of need for uniqueness on social-adjustive attitude is low (regression coefficient is 

equal to 0.279).need for uniqueness does not have a dominant influence on social-adjustive 

attitude. Thus, examining this attitude needs several other parameters. 

In general, need for uniqueness is very important factor. It is very essential in fashion 

industry and specially luxury fashion industry. The survey result demonstrates that 

respondents desire for being unique and distinct. As mentioned above need for uniqueness 

can reflect social-adjustive attitude. However, due to low rate of social-adjustive attitude 

toward Benetton brand it is essential that this brand should try to fulfill that. Consumers 

demand need for uniqueness and if Benetton doesn’t manage to improve social-adjustive 

attitude toward itself, partly it is because that brand doesn’t please consumers with 

uniqueness. Furthermore, Benetton can improve that attitude toward its products by trying 

to discover what kind of products and services amuse consumers. Beside the desire for 

being unique there are many other factors that can influence social-adjustive attitude. 

Managers of this company can conduct cultural and demographical researches in order to 

find out how they could develop a better understanding of their consumers’ demands so 

they could try to present those values. Indeed there are many elements involved when 

talking about an attitude and many aspects should be tested in order to get a better 

understanding. 

H2: The self-monitoring has positive influence on social-adjustive attitude toward luxury 

brand. 

According to previous chapters, correlation coefficient for self-monitoring and social-

adjustive attitude is relatively small with high level of statistical significance which exhibits a 

relationship with slight association between these two variables. 

Regression analysis confirms the results of the correlation and adds the following results. 

Due to F ratio and regression coefficient, the relationship between these two variables is 

negligible. The hypothesis is confirmed by the results of analysis, but the amount of the 
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influence of self-monitoring on social-adjustive attitude is low (regression coefficient is 

equal to 0.355). Self-monitoring does not have a dominant influence on social-adjustive 

attitude. Thus, examining this attitude needs several other parameters. 

In general, self-monitoring is rated very high which indicates that people are trying to fit in 

society and want to get approval from their surrounding people. This information is very 

important in luxury fashion industry. As mention before weird and unpopular choices are 

not considered favorable. Wearing outfits that would considered offensive and 

inappropriate is rare. Due to that, fashion industry should try to consider these guidelines 

for their designs. As mentioned above self-monitoring can affect social-adjustive attitude. It 

is predictable that this brand doesn’t get to provide desired level of self-monitoring. As 

written above, in addition to need for uniqueness, self-monitoring has influence on social-

adjustive attitude and by trying to supply buyers their desired social image, Benetton would 

improve this attitude toward itself. In order to get this goal, it is useful to discover what kind 

of social image people want to display in different occasions. However, people have 

different taste, but by doing some generalization, the customers of Benetton can be 

categorized into some groups. After that it is easier to provide each group with various 

outfits which is designed for casual or formal gatherings, sport or workplace outfits, etc. 

Consequently the individual characteristics influence the social-adjustive attitude towards 

the luxury brand positively.  
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5.3 How do individual characteristics influence value-expressive attitudes 

toward a luxury brand? 
 

H3: The need for uniqueness has positive influence on value-expressive attitude toward 

luxury brand. 

According to previous chapters, correlation coefficient for need for uniqueness and value-

expressive attitude is 0.449 with high level of statistical significance which exhibit a 

relationship with moderate association between these two variables. 

Regression analysis confirms the results of the correlation and adds the following results. 

Due to large F ratio (93.277) the variance in value-expressive attitude is highly explained by 

need for uniqueness. The hypothesis is confirmed by the results of analysis, the amount of 

the influence of need for uniqueness on value-expressive attitude is strong (regression 

coefficient is equal to 5.447). Need for uniqueness has an influence on value-expressive 

attitude.  In order to reach a good perspective of value-expressive attitude, examining other 

parameters is recommended. 

Value-expressive attitude is another variable that has been tested in this thesis. In previous 

chapter it is indicated that value-expressive attitude toward Benetton is rated low. In above 

analysis it is clear that need for uniqueness has influence on value-expressive attitude. In 

previous part it is discussed what can help to increase need for uniqueness. Furthermore, 

due to positive relationship between these two variables by providing creative and 

distinctive products, this brand can build more positive attitude toward itself. 

H4: The self-monitoring has negative influence on value-expressive attitude toward luxury 

brand. 

According to previous chapters, correlation coefficient for self-monitoring and value-

expressive attitude is relatively small with high level of statistical significance which exhibits 

a relationship with slight association between these two variables. 

Regression analysis confirms the results of the correlation and adds the following results. 

Due to F ratio and regression coefficient, the relationship between these two variables is 

small. The hypothesis is confirmed by the results of analysis, but the amount of the 

influence of self-monitoring on value-expressive attitude is low (regression coefficient is 

equal to 0.315). Self-monitoring does not have a dominant influence on value-expressive 

attitude. Thus, examining this attitude needs several other parameters. 

As survey result shows consumers with high level of self-monitoring are reporting low level 

of value-expressive attitude. In this research the relationship between these two variables 

are considered slight. It is clear that there should be other variables influencing them. 
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However, this relationship should not be neglected and even slight influence would help this 

brand to improve in business.  

Consequently the individual characteristics influence the value-expressive attitude towards 

the luxury brand positively. 

However, repeatedly it is conversed about the importance of consumers’ perspective 

toward a brand and how the brand meets the consumers’ demands. In general, each brand 

should try to discover its consumers and try to know them. In other words, supply 

consumers with their desired demands. Only after that the brand would get recognition and 

build emotional connection with buyers.  

Since all the alternative hypotheses are accepted, the conceptual model that presented in 

chapter 2 is not changed. As it is explained earlier,  only the strenght of varibles are 

different,  which does not affect the conceptual model. 

 

Figure 7-Hypotheses Testing Results for Consumers' Attitude toward Luxury Brand 

This study answered the two questions that how individual characteristics affect the social-

adjustive attitude and value expressive attitude, by proving that individual characteristics 

has influence on social-adjustive attitude towards a luxury brand; and also they affect the 

value-expressive attitude towards a luxury brand positively; according to confirmation of 

these hypothesis: 

The need for uniqueness has influence on social-adjustive attitude toward luxury brand. 

The self-monitoring has positive influence on social-adjustive attitude toward luxury brand. 

The need for uniqueness has positive influence on value-expressive attitude toward luxury 

brand. 

The self-monitoring has positive influence on value-expressive attitude toward luxury brand. 
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5.4 Limitation 

This research has been done only on one brand and in a specific period of time. So, the 

specific brand image of Benetton could affect the attitude towards the specific brand. 

Consequently, this research cannot be generalized to all the luxury brands. Respondents’ 

bias can highly influence the result. Also, due to absence of Benetton stores in all areas of 

Iran, this study has been conducted in Tehran which cannot be extent to whole Iranian 

market.  

5.5 Further Research 

According to the results of this study, there are other elements influential on the social-

adjustive attitude and value-expressive attitude. According to existed literature these 

parameters can be brands characteristics, cultural influences, demographics, gender, etc. 

There are many other points that can be done specifically on consumers of Benetton in 

order to find out the reason of not fulfilling their demands on social functional attitudes. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Questionnaire Developed in English 
Nr. Questions 

A Please select your gender female  male  
B Please indicate the answer that best describes 

you. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 

1 I’m often on the lookout for new products or 
brands that will add to my personal uniqueness. 

     

2 Having an eye for products that are interesting 
and unusual assists me in establishing a distinctive 
image. 

     

3 I often try to find a more interesting version of 
run-of-the-mill products because I enjoy being 
original. 

     

4 I often dress unconventionally even when it’s 
likely to offend others. 

     

5 If someone hinted that I had been dressing 
inappropriately for a social situation, I would 
continue dressing in the same manner. 

     

6 I often try to avoid products or brands that I know 
are bought by the general population. 

     

7 Once I know what the situation calls for, it’s easy 
for me to regulate my actions accordingly. 

     

8 When I feel the image I am portraying isn’t 
working, I can readily change it to something that 
does. 

     

9 I have the ability to control the way I come across 
to people, depending on the impression I wish to 
give them. 

     

10 I can usually tell when I’ve said something 
inappropriate by reading it in the listener’s eyes. 

     

11 If someone is lying to me I usually know it at once 
from that person’s manner of expression. 

     

12 My powers of intuition are quite good when it 
comes to understanding the emotions and 
motives of others. 

     

13 This brand reflects the kind of person I see myself 
to be. 

     

14 This brand helps me communicate my self-
identity. 

     

15 Benetton brand helps me define myself.      

16 Benetton brand is a symbol of social status.      

17 This brand helps me fit into important social 
situations. 

     

18 I enjoy when people know I am wearing a luxury 
brand. 

     

19 I like to be seen wearing Benetton brand.      
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Appendix B: Questionnaire Developed in Persian 
.ش سواالت  

.کنید مشخص را خود جنسیت لطفا زن  مرد   الف 

 به
 شدت
 مخالفم

 شدت به موافقم خنثی مخالفم
 موافقم

.کنید انتخاب کند می توصیف را شما بهتر که ای گزینه لطفا  ب 

من معموال به دنبال پیدا کردن محصوالت و برند های جدیدی هستم که مرا منحصر به      
 فرد نشان می دهد.

1 

 از متفاوت مرا زیرا کنند می جلب مرا نظر هستند معمول غیر و جالب که محصوالتی     
 .دهد می نشان دیگران

2 

 زیرا کنم پیدا را معمولی محصول یک تراز جالب نسخه که کنم می تالش عموالم من     
 برم. می لذت بودن اریجینال از

3 

 لباس اینگونه افراد از بعضی نظر به اگر حتی پوشم می لباس متعارف غیر معموال من     
 .باشد آمیز توهین پوشیدن

4 

 موقعیت یک در پوشیدن سلبا از خاصی مدل که کند گوشزد من به کسی اگر     
 .کرد نخواهم عوض را لباسم مدل من است، نامناسب بخصوص

5 

 شود، می خریداری مردم از زیادی عده توسط که محصوالتی و برند از معموال من     
 کنم. می اجتناب

6 

 می راحتی به است، عواملی چه خواستار موقعیت یک که شوم متوجه من که هنگامی     
 کنم. تنظیم آن با متناسب را اعمالم توانم

 

7 

 آسانی به را آن توانم می نیست جمع تاثیرگذار در من تصویر کنم احساس که هنگامی     
 دهم. تغییر

 

8 

 که آن به بسته کنم، کنترل مختلف افراد با را برخوردم نحوه که دارم را توانایی این من     
 دهم. رقرا تاثیر تحت را آنها خواهم می چگونه

9 

 10 ام. زده نامناسبی حرف که بخوانم مقابل طرف چشمان در توانم می معموال من     

 11 .شوم می متوجه او بیان شیوه از معموال بگوید، دروغ من به کسی اگر     

 باالیی شهودی قدرت دارای من دیگران های انگیزه و احساسات شدن متوجه برای     
 هستم.

12 

 13 .گذارد می نمایش به را دارم ذهن در خود از که تصویری ندبر این     

 14 .کنم برقرار ارتباط خود درونی هویت با من تا کند می کمک برند این     

 15 .کنم تعریف را خود کند می کمک بنتون برند     

 16 است. اجتماعی وضعیت از نمادی بنتون برند     

 17 باشم. برازنده اجتماعی مهم های موقعیت در نم تا کند می کمک برند این     

 18 برم. می لذت ام پوشیده لوکس برند یک من شوند می متوجه دیگران که هنگامی     

 19 من دوست دارم هنگامی که برند بنتون را پوشیده ام دیده شوم.     
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their respective employees and directors, against all claims, liability, damages, costs and
expenses, including legal fees and expenses, arising out of any use of a Work beyond the
scope of the rights granted herein, or any use of a Work which has been altered in any
unauthorized way by User, including claims of defamation or infringement of rights of
copyright, publicity, privacy or other tangible or intangible property.

5. Limitation of Liability. UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES WILL CCC OR THE
RIGHTSHOLDER BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL OR
INCIDENTAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION DAMAGES FOR
LOSS OF BUSINESS PROFITS OR INFORMATION, OR FOR BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION) ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE A WORK,
EVEN IF ONE OF THEM HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES. In any event, the total liability of the Rightsholder and CCC (including their
respective employees and directors) shall not exceed the total amount actually paid by User
for this license. User assumes full liability for the actions and omissions of its principals,
employees, agents, affiliates, successors and assigns.

6. Limited Warranties. THE WORK(S) AND RIGHT(S) ARE PROVIDED “AS IS”. CCC
HAS THE RIGHT TO GRANT TO USER THE RIGHTS GRANTED IN THE ORDER
CONFIRMATION DOCUMENT. CCC AND THE RIGHTSHOLDER DISCLAIM ALL
OTHER WARRANTIES RELATING TO THE WORK(S) AND RIGHT(S), EITHER
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. ADDITIONAL RIGHTS MAY BE REQUIRED TO USE ILLUSTRATIONS,
GRAPHS, PHOTOGRAPHS, ABSTRACTS, INSERTS OR OTHER PORTIONS OF THE
WORK (AS OPPOSED TO THE ENTIRE WORK) IN A MANNER CONTEMPLATED
BY USER; USER UNDERSTANDS AND AGREES THAT NEITHER CCC NOR THE
RIGHTSHOLDER MAY HAVE SUCH ADDITIONAL RIGHTS TO GRANT.

7. Effect of Breach. Any failure by User to pay any amount when due, or any use by User of
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a Work beyond the scope of the license set forth in the Order Confirmation and/or these
terms and conditions, shall be a material breach of the license created by the Order
Confirmation and these terms and conditions. Any breach not cured within 30 days of
written notice thereof shall result in immediate termination of such license without further
notice. Any unauthorized (but licensable) use of a Work that is terminated immediately upon
notice thereof may be liquidated by payment of the Rightsholder's ordinary license price
therefor; any unauthorized (and unlicensable) use that is not terminated immediately for any
reason (including, for example, because materials containing the Work cannot reasonably be
recalled) will be subject to all remedies available at law or in equity, but in no event to a
payment of less than three times the Rightsholder's ordinary license price for the most
closely analogous licensable use plus Rightsholder's and/or CCC's costs and expenses
incurred in collecting such payment.

8. Miscellaneous.

8.1 User acknowledges that CCC may, from time to time, make changes or additions to the
Service or to these terms and conditions, and CCC reserves the right to send notice to the
User by electronic mail or otherwise for the purposes of notifying User of such changes or
additions; provided that any such changes or additions shall not apply to permissions already
secured and paid for.

8.2 Use of Userrelated information collected through the Service is governed by CCC’s
privacy policy, available online here:
http://www.copyright.com/content/cc3/en/tools/footer/privacypolicy.html.

8.3 The licensing transaction described in the Order Confirmation is personal to User.
Therefore, User may not assign or transfer to any other person (whether a natural person or
an organization of any kind) the license created by the Order Confirmation and these terms
and conditions or any rights granted hereunder; provided, however, that User may assign
such license in its entirety on written notice to CCC in the event of a transfer of all or
substantially all of User’s rights in the new material which includes the Work(s) licensed
under this Service.

8.4 No amendment or waiver of any terms is binding unless set forth in writing and signed
by the parties. The Rightsholder and CCC hereby object to any terms contained in any
writing prepared by the User or its principals, employees, agents or affiliates and purporting
to govern or otherwise relate to the licensing transaction described in the Order
Confirmation, which terms are in any way inconsistent with any terms set forth in the Order
Confirmation and/or in these terms and conditions or CCC's standard operating procedures,
whether such writing is prepared prior to, simultaneously with or subsequent to the Order
Confirmation, and whether such writing appears on a copy of the Order Confirmation or in a
separate instrument.

8.5 The licensing transaction described in the Order Confirmation document shall be
governed by and construed under the law of the State of New York, USA, without regard to
the principles thereof of conflicts of law. Any case, controversy, suit, action, or proceeding
arising out of, in connection with, or related to such licensing transaction shall be brought, at
CCC's sole discretion, in any federal or state court located in the County of New York, State
of New York, USA, or in any federal or state court whose geographical jurisdiction covers
the location of the Rightsholder set forth in the Order Confirmation. The parties expressly
submit to the personal jurisdiction and venue of each such federal or state court.If you have
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any comments or questions about the Service or Copyright Clearance Center, please contact
us at 9787508400 or send an email to info@copyright.com.

v 1.1
Questions? customercare@copyright.com or +18552393415 (toll free in the US) or
+19786462777.

Gratis licenses (referencing $0 in the Total field) are free. Please retain this printable
license for your reference. No payment is required.

mailto:customercare@copyright.com
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JOHN WILEY AND SONS LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Mar 06, 2015

This Agreement between Sisian Khachekian ("You") and John Wiley and Sons ("John Wiley
and Sons") consists of your license details and the terms and conditions provided by John
Wiley and Sons and Copyright Clearance Center.

License Number 3472391298538

License date Sep 19, 2014

Licensed Content Publisher John Wiley and Sons

Licensed Content Publication Psychology & Marketing

Licensed Content Title A psychometric evaluation of a revised version of the Lennox and
Wolfe revised selfmonitoring scale

Licensed Content Author Aron O\'Cass

Licensed Content Date Apr 7, 2000

Pages 23

Type of use I don't see my intended use

Special requirements We are MBA students of Lulea University of Technology and we are
working on our thesis: "Assessment of Costumers' Attitude toward
Luxury Brands: a case of Benetton in Iran". We need to use the scale
of this article in order to develop a questionnaire for our thesis data
collection. Would you please kindly give us the permission for using
this scale? Thank you in advance

Billing Type Invoice

Billing Address
seyed khandan, Tehran, Iran

Tehran, Iran, Islamic Republic Of 8166838151
Attn:

Total 0.00 USD

Total

Terms and Conditions

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

This copyrighted material is owned by or exclusively licensed to John Wiley & Sons, Inc. or
one of its group companies (each a"Wiley Company") or handled on behalf of a society with
which a Wiley Company has exclusive publishing rights in relation to a particular work
(collectively "WILEY"). By clicking �accept� in connection with completing this
licensing transaction, you agree that the following terms and conditions apply to this
transaction (along with the billing and payment terms and conditions established by the
Copyright Clearance Center Inc., ("CCC's Billing and Payment terms and conditions"), at
the time that you opened your Rightslink account (these are available at any time at
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http://myaccount.copyright.com).

Terms and Conditions

The materials you have requested permission to reproduce or reuse (the "Wiley
Materials") are protected by copyright. 

You are hereby granted a personal, nonexclusive, nonsub licensable (on a stand
alone basis), nontransferable, worldwide, limited license to reproduce the Wiley
Materials for the purpose specified in the licensing process. This license is for a one
time use only and limited to any maximum distribution number specified in the
license. The first instance of republication or reuse granted by this licence must be
completed within two years of the date of the grant of this licence (although copies
prepared before the end date may be distributed thereafter). The Wiley Materials shall
not be used in any other manner or for any other purpose, beyond what is granted in
the license. Permission is granted subject to an appropriate acknowledgement given to
the author, title of the material/book/journal and the publisher. You shall also
duplicate the copyright notice that appears in the Wiley publication in your use of the
Wiley Material. Permission is also granted on the understanding that nowhere in the
text is a previously published source acknowledged for all or part of this Wiley
Material. Any third party content is expressly excluded from this permission.

With respect to the Wiley Materials, all rights are reserved. Except as expressly
granted by the terms of the license, no part of the Wiley Materials may be copied,
modified, adapted (except for minor reformatting required by the new Publication),
translated, reproduced, transferred or distributed, in any form or by any means, and no
derivative works may be made based on the Wiley Materials without the prior
permission of the respective copyright owner. You may not alter, remove or suppress
in any manner any copyright, trademark or other notices displayed by the Wiley
Materials. You may not license, rent, sell, loan, lease, pledge, offer as security,
transfer or assign the Wiley Materials on a standalone basis, or any of the rights
granted to you hereunder to any other person.

The Wiley Materials and all of the intellectual property rights therein shall at all times
remain the exclusive property of John Wiley & Sons Inc, the Wiley Companies, or
their respective licensors, and your interest therein is only that of having possession of
and the right to reproduce the Wiley Materials pursuant to Section 2 herein during the
continuance of this Agreement. You agree that you own no right, title or interest in or
to the Wiley Materials or any of the intellectual property rights therein. You shall have
no rights hereunder other than the license as provided for above in Section 2. No right,
license or interest to any trademark, trade name, service mark or other branding
("Marks") of WILEY or its licensors is granted hereunder, and you agree that you
shall not assert any such right, license or interest with respect thereto. 

NEITHER WILEY NOR ITS LICENSORS MAKES ANY WARRANTY OR
REPRESENTATION OF ANY KIND TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY,
EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR STATUTORY, WITH RESPECT TO THE MATERIALS
OR THE ACCURACY OF ANY INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THE
MATERIALS, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED
WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, ACCURACY, SATISFACTORY

http://myaccount.copyright.com/
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QUALITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, USABILITY,
INTEGRATION OR NONINFRINGEMENT AND ALL SUCH WARRANTIES
ARE HEREBY EXCLUDED BY WILEY AND ITS LICENSORS AND WAIVED
BY YOU

WILEY shall have the right to terminate this Agreement immediately upon breach of
this Agreement by you.

You shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless WILEY, its Licensors and their
respective directors, officers, agents and employees, from and against any actual or
threatened claims, demands, causes of action or proceedings arising from any breach
of this Agreement by you. 

IN NO EVENT SHALL WILEY OR ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE TO YOU OR
ANY OTHER PARTY OR ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR ANY
SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, EXEMPLARY OR
PUNITIVE DAMAGES, HOWEVER CAUSED, ARISING OUT OF OR IN
CONNECTION WITH THE DOWNLOADING, PROVISIONING, VIEWING OR
USE OF THE MATERIALS REGARDLESS OF THE FORM OF ACTION,
WHETHER FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT, BREACH OF WARRANTY, TORT,
NEGLIGENCE, INFRINGEMENT OR OTHERWISE (INCLUDING, WITHOUT
LIMITATION, DAMAGES BASED ON LOSS OF PROFITS, DATA, FILES, USE,
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY OR CLAIMS OF THIRD PARTIES), AND
WHETHER OR NOT THE PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY
OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION SHALL APPLY
NOTWITHSTANDING ANY FAILURE OF ESSENTIAL PURPOSE OF ANY
LIMITED REMEDY PROVIDED HEREIN. 

Should any provision of this Agreement be held by a court of competent jurisdiction
to be illegal, invalid, or unenforceable, that provision shall be deemed amended to
achieve as nearly as possible the same economic effect as the original provision, and
the legality, validity and enforceability of the remaining provisions of this Agreement
shall not be affected or impaired thereby. 

The failure of either party to enforce any term or condition of this Agreement shall not
constitute a waiver of either party's right to enforce each and every term and condition
of this Agreement. No breach under this agreement shall be deemed waived or
excused by either party unless such waiver or consent is in writing signed by the party
granting such waiver or consent. The waiver by or consent of a party to a breach of
any provision of this Agreement shall not operate or be construed as a waiver of or
consent to any other or subsequent breach by such other party. 

This Agreement may not be assigned (including by operation of law or otherwise) by
you without WILEY's prior written consent.

Any fee required for this permission shall be nonrefundable after thirty (30) days
from receipt by the CCC. 

These terms and conditions together with CCC�s Billing and Payment terms and
conditions (which are incorporated herein) form the entire agreement between you and
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WILEY concerning this licensing transaction and (in the absence of fraud) supersedes
all prior agreements and representations of the parties, oral or written. This Agreement
may not be amended except in writing signed by both parties. This Agreement shall be
binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties' successors, legal representatives,
and authorized assigns. 

In the event of any conflict between your obligations established by these terms and
conditions and those established by CCC�s Billing and Payment terms and
conditions, these terms and conditions shall prevail. 

WILEY expressly reserves all rights not specifically granted in the combination of (i)
the license details provided by you and accepted in the course of this licensing
transaction, (ii) these terms and conditions and (iii) CCC�s Billing and Payment
terms and conditions.

This Agreement will be void if the Type of Use, Format, Circulation, or Requestor
Type was misrepresented during the licensing process.

This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of
the State of New York, USA, without regards to such state�s conflict of law rules.
Any legal action, suit or proceeding arising out of or relating to these Terms and
Conditions or the breach thereof shall be instituted in a court of competent jurisdiction
in New York County in the State of New York in the United States of America and
each party hereby consents and submits to the personal jurisdiction of such court,
waives any objection to venue in such court and consents to service of process by
registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, at the last known address of such
party. 

WILEY OPEN ACCESS TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Wiley Publishes Open Access Articles in fully Open Access Journals and in Subscription
journals offering Online Open. Although most of the fully Open Access journals publish
open access articles under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) License
only, the subscription journals and a few of the Open Access Journals offer a choice of
Creative Commons Licenses:: Creative Commons Attribution (CCBY) license Creative
Commons Attribution NonCommercial (CCBYNC) license and Creative Commons
Attribution NonCommercialNoDerivs (CCBYNCND) License. The license type is
clearly identified on the article.

Copyright in any research article in a journal published as Open Access under a Creative
Commons License is retained by the author(s). Authors grant Wiley a license to publish the
article and identify itself as the original publisher. Authors also grant any third party the
right to use the article freely as long as its integrity is maintained and its original authors,
citation details and publisher are identified as follows: [Title of Article/Author/Journal Title
and Volume/Issue. Copyright (c) [year] [copyright owner as specified in the Journal]. Links
to the final article on Wiley�s website are encouraged where applicable.

The Creative Commons Attribution License

The Creative Commons Attribution License (CCBY) allows users to copy, distribute and

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/
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transmit an article, adapt the article and make commercial use of the article. The CCBY
license permits commercial and noncommercial reuse of an open access article, as long as
the author is properly attributed.

The Creative Commons Attribution License does not affect the moral rights of authors,
including without limitation the right not to have their work subjected to derogatory
treatment. It also does not affect any other rights held by authors or third parties in the
article, including without limitation the rights of privacy and publicity. Use of the article
must not assert or imply, whether implicitly or explicitly, any connection with, endorsement
or sponsorship of such use by the author, publisher or any other party associated with the
article.

For any reuse or distribution, users must include the copyright notice and make clear to
others that the article is made available under a Creative Commons Attribution license,
linking to the relevant Creative Commons web page.

To the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, the article is made available as is and
without representation or warranties of any kind whether express, implied, statutory or
otherwise and including, without limitation, warranties of title, merchantability, fitness for a
particular purpose, noninfringement, absence of defects, accuracy, or the presence or
absence of errors.

Creative Commons Attribution NonCommercial License

The Creative Commons Attribution NonCommercial (CCBYNC) License permits use,
distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited
and is not used for commercial purposes.(see below)

Creative Commons AttributionNonCommercialNoDerivs License

The Creative Commons Attribution NonCommercialNoDerivs License (CCBYNCND)
permits use, distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is
properly cited, is not used for commercial purposes and no modifications or adaptations are
made. (see below)

Use by noncommercial users

For noncommercial and nonpromotional purposes, individual users may access, download,
copy, display and redistribute to colleagues Wiley Open Access articles, as well as adapt,
translate, text and datamine the content subject to the following conditions:

The authors' moral rights are not compromised. These rights include the right of
"paternity" (also known as "attribution"  the right for the author to be identified as
such) and "integrity" (the right for the author not to have the work altered in such a
way that the author's reputation or integrity may be impugned). 

Where content in the article is identified as belonging to a third party, it is the
obligation of the user to ensure that any reuse complies with the copyright policies of
the owner of that content. 

If article content is copied, downloaded or otherwise reused for noncommercial
research and education purposes, a link to the appropriate bibliographic citation

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/
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(authors, journal, article title, volume, issue, page numbers, DOI and the link to the
definitive published version on Wiley Online Library) should be maintained.
Copyright notices and disclaimers must not be deleted. 

Any translations, for which a prior translation agreement with Wiley has not been
agreed, must prominently display the statement: "This is an unofficial translation of an
article that appeared in a Wiley publication. The publisher has not endorsed this
translation." 

Use by commercial "forprofit" organisations

Use of Wiley Open Access articles for commercial, promotional, or marketing purposes
requires further explicit permission from Wiley and will be subject to a fee. Commercial
purposes include:

Copying or downloading of articles, or linking to such articles for further
redistribution, sale or licensing; 

Copying, downloading or posting by a site or service that incorporates advertising
with such content; 

The inclusion or incorporation of article content in other works or services (other than
normal quotations with an appropriate citation) that is then available for sale or
licensing, for a fee (for example, a compilation produced for marketing purposes,
inclusion in a sales pack) 

Use of article content (other than normal quotations with appropriate citation) by for
profit organisations for promotional purposes 

Linking to article content in emails redistributed for promotional, marketing or
educational purposes; 

Use for the purposes of monetary reward by means of sale, resale, licence, loan,
transfer or other form of commercial exploitation such as marketing products 

Print reprints of Wiley Open Access articles can be purchased from:
corporatesales@wiley.com 

Further details can be found on Wiley Online Library
http://olabout.wiley.com/WileyCDA/Section/id410895.html

Other Terms and Conditions: 
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+19786462777.
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license for your reference. No payment is required.


